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Debra Lei Johnson – in memory of Bitsy
Joan Corwin – in honor of our new adopted cat, Cheddar a big tabby
abandoned in a house when the owner moved
Doug & Leslee Soebbing – in honor of Zen, Millie and the dogs at Queeny Park
Holly Stumpf – in honor of Pepper
Diane Hart – in honor of Mary Jane Marshall
Tammie R. O’Bryant-Himmelsbach – in honor of Lady Bug & Smidge
(girls from CARE)
Pam McCallister – in memory of Timber, Smokey, Teddy, Zeus, Austin & Bill
William J. Huxhold – in honor of Gibby the Golden Retriever
Susan & James Marsters – in memory of Ashley Marsters
Richard Bonney – in memory of Sammie, Lucky, Sadie, and Zac
V. Stoll & L.A. Adams – in loving memory of our Tori who brought us so much joy
Rita Tinka – in loving memory of Sophie
Lynne Davis – in memory of Chewy
Sharon & Ralph Ott – in memory of Maggie Mae

FOSTERS … WE ARE
LOOKING FOR YOU
We are looking for fosters to help socialize
and give a little tender care to a rescue. Our
application is on our web site. Complete
it and send to us. Let’s talk. We feed the
rescue and take care of all medical cost at
no expense to you. You just give them care
and concern. Think about it. This might get
you a star in your crown.

Saving
The Barn!
We started a fund for the barn roof at the rescue on
Fundraiser but was not successful. Seven hundred
dollars was the total donation and the fund group
will take their fees out of this amount. We are
going to have to get a special plan in order to fix it. I
kid you not when I tell you it leaks like a ‘boot with a
hole.’ The leaking roof is now hurting the structure
inside. It is very important that we get the funds to
repair this structure. It is shelter for some of our
large animals and storage for supplies. CARE will
save the remaining portion of the $700 funds and
add to it. This is gonna take a while but this barn
cannot stand much more abuse. Thanks to all that
tried to turn the tide. We are still working on it and
your donations will be saved for the barn repairs.

gen•er•ous
adj 1: free of giving or sharing 2: noble
syn open handed

B. G. Whitehead – in memory of Molly, my cat of 15 wonderful loving years.
Patricia Baldridge – in memory of Dads Jim & Bob
Betty J. Johnson – in memory of all my furry babies
Diane Hart – in honor of my Mom, Mary Jane Marshall
Ruth & Carol Vlasak – in memory of Ginger & Gigi
Marjorie & Charlie Neubert – in honor of Lady
Diane Hart – in honor of Mary Jane Marshall
Pamela S. Macinski – in memory of Chance
Sylvia & Martin Cauley – in memory of Muffin
Colleen A. Plowman - in memory of Harriet, who is so missed every day
Carol A. Keller – in honor of Karen Lester
Carol L. Rogers – in memory of Cagney
Nana Bennett – in memory of Berthoren & Max
David & Barbara Buchholz – in memory of John Gegg, who will be missed
Janet & Mike Schrage – in memory of John Gegg, dear cousin
Lynne M. Davis – in memory of Chewy

New Family Members
We have added a cow and her calf to our family at the rescue. Mom Cow is not friendly and I would almost consider
her feral. She has never been treated as valuable property.
Mom Cow keeps her distance but follows one of our ‘pet’
cows, Annabelle, as her personal trail guide. This is gonna
be a long slow path. We hope that as Mom Cow observes
us giving other cows treats, this kindness will entice her to
lose some of her fear and slowly trust us. Imagine this - all
she has felt is a kick, a cattle prod, or slapped on the back
to hurry along. If she keeps her distance she will not be
punished for ‘what ever’ she has done wrong. We will eventually become her ally just like Annabelle. The calf may
become our path to Mom Cow. The calf has no fear and
the world is a bright beautiful place. So ‘youth’ may open a
path way for Mom Cow to trust us.
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Stepped up and saved us from
			
a major disaster. Our guy, Mike
			
Pohl paid for the cost of the
AC replacement in the large kennel. We did not have
the funds and I could see making payments so far into
the future I would never see the end. But Mike, with his
gracious heart said “I will take care of it.” And he did. Air
Conditioner for a large kennel cost thousands, but Mike
believes in our mission and he has always helped us. WE
can never repay him or thank him enough. What a guy.
Mike is a light in a very dark world.

FEAR has two meanings –
Forget Everything And Run
– or –

Face Everything And Rise

The Choice is yours.

“Come and bring friends for
a fun inexpensive night out.”

Check our website for C.A.R.E.
adoption events.

Saturday, November 4, 2017
7:00 p.m. (doors open at 6 p.m.)
Richmond Heights Community Center
8001 Dale
Richmond Hts., MO 63117
$25 per person for tables up to 8
To find out more information or
to reserve your table in advance contact

Arlene at (314) 623-0412 or
kulade5@yahoo.com

Top Dogs

Old age

to the

Test your
knowledge and
help rescued animals by
attending a fun-filled
night of trivia.

• Beer
• Soda
• H2O included with admission
• Bring your own food/snacks
• Mulligans 6 for $10
• Cool sale items
• 50/50 drawings
• Silent Auction

Your thoughtful remembrance of
CARE in your will or trust can be
a testament to your continuing
compassion and love for animals.
Your gift is a meaningful way to
help support our “NO Kill ‘shelter.
Many animals could be saved by
the foresight to plan with CARE for the future. Your name
will always be remembered by your last request to help CARE.

Poison To Your Pet

when it takes longer to rest
than to get tired.

THAT LITTLE
ENVELOPE…

Animals

I’m just
sayin . . .

Cash prizes for the Top Dog
trivia competitors
1st and 2nd place.

ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center Survey
Your
stamp
is
appreciated.

C.A.R.E.

Coalition for Animal Rescue & Education
P.O. BOX 2203
Hillsboro, MO 63050-8203

Your
p
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ONE OF OUR GUARDIANS

Save
The
Date

If you can’t join us please pass along
to friends who love animals and would
like to come and play with us.

Leaving your Legacy

apprec

Betty Johnson – we got your letter. Thank you. – Carole

Bears

AND
OPEN DOOR ANIMAL SANCTUARY

2203
BOX
8203
P.O.
63050ro, MO

Dear Carole and Staff, Thank you for the nice note and
newsletter too, always full of good tips, info and most
of all kindness & decency to our furry friends. You all
are A-1 folks. Stay well & safe in your endeavors of
CARE! Sincerely, Barbara Rose
(Barb, thanks for your compliments on our newsletter.
We try to keep you up to date, but also give you as
much truth on different subjects as we can. Information
is the water to the soul. Information will help you
make decisions that are good for you and for your
environment. Carole)

C.A.R.E.

COALITION FOR ANIMAL RESCUE

An

CARE- Enclosed is a donation so you may continue
your mission. We adopted Piggy over a year ago, in
fact on 4-12-16. He is now known as”BEAR” and
brings us such joy each & every day. Thank you for
what you do for animals and making our life so much
fun with BEAR. Keep doing what you do. Bless you.
The Beraneks, Dave and Sue
(Oh, I do wish we had more families like the Beraneks.
We have so many ‘Bears’ looking for a home. Thank
you for your kindness. – Carole)

Last Newsletter, we
could not add the
photo of Sophie,
the delightful puppy
mill dog rescued by
Dorothy Sutherland
who lives in New York
and came to Missouri
by plane to adopt Sophie. But here is Sophie’s photo.
Sadly, Dot lost Sophie a few months back and we all
miss her because Sophie was always willing to tell you
where to sit and what was expected of us. Sophie was
a classy lady and Dot was the perfect partner and a role
model for the perfect owner, friend, and companion to
		
the saved homeless.

.Ee. & Education
C.Aima.R
l Rescu

Hi All – Just a report all is well here in the Meacham
household. Trinity, my adopted buddy, is the love of my
life. She keeps me happy. You all take care.
Joanne Meacham
( Joann, you are such a great cheer leader for CARE.
Give Trinity a hug for us and keep in touch. - Carole)

to benefit

Not-for-Profit (501 c 3) Corporations

Hillsbo

Carole & Staff, Hope Everything is going well & I know
you are taking great care of all the four legged Babies.
We can’t make the trivia night but hope this will help
feed or a vet bill for you. We are still loving Ladybug
(adopted 3/2007) & Smidge (adopted 10/2012). They
are the sweetest most adorable girls ever! A little
piece of Heaven you brought into our lives. Thanks for
everything you do to save them. Tammie – O’BryantHimmelsbach
(I need to clone you Tammie. You are such a good
adopter and we need so many more homes who want
to take one of our fur babies. Love Ya! – Carole)

Sophie

ion for

CARE – my little dog was a rescue from you almost
four years ago. We named her Bitsy as she was a very
small corgi!! She passed away on April 11; due to
complications we couldn’t get a good diagnosis. I so
enjoyed my time with her, my sister got her for me in
St. Louis. Thank you for all you do.- Debbie Johnson
(When you are ready to have that hole in your heart
filled, call us- Carole)

Trivia COMING EVENTS
Night

Coalit

letters to CARE

CARE – We just wanted to send a little help for the
animals. We thank you for what you did for Charlie! We
are so happy to have her as part of our family. 		
			Tracy Rhodes
Rhodes (We thank you for your kindness and making
Charlie part of your family. We need more folks like you
to give a quality life to one of our rescues. Carole)

Our Newsletter is our most expensive
printing but also a great tool in keeping our supporters and
their friends and family informed of our progress and needs.
Please consider supporting our cause by using our little reply
envelope to help cover printing and mailing cost as well as
provide for our boys and girls waiting for their forever-home.
Your kindness allows us to save the lives of lost souls who only
want to belong and be loved. We thank you in advance. You
have never disappointed us.

You will never do anything in this
world without courage. – Aristotle

Top of the list

Chocolate
Ibuprofen
Anticoagulant Rat Bait

This is the complete list, not in sequence of danger
to your pet.
		
Topical Flea Products
		
Oral Flea Medication
		Fertilizer
		Ivermectin
		Permethrin
		Xylitol
		
Vitamin A Supplements
If you suspect your pet has gotten into the wrong
thing, call APCC 888-426-4435 or get your friend to
a veterinarian as soon as possible.
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Do You Know As Much
As Your Canine Companion?
1.

Dogs dream. They have rapid eye movement and I’m sure we all have observed our sleeping dogs,
twitching and paw movements. What are they dreaming? – maybe you.

2. Dogs can show the same intelligence as a two
year old child. They can learn a similar average of
words. Considered the smartest breed, the Border
collie who can understand up to 200 words which
is 100 more words than I understand.
3. Dogs’ sense of smell is up to 10,000 times better
than ours. Some companions can detect disease
such as cancer and diabetes. The only thing I can
smell is dinner.
4. A wagging tale is usually a good ‘Hello.’ Well, not necessarily! The tail wagging to the right can be happy
to see you. Tail to the left could express fear. If the tail is up in the air they could be anxious. I just don’t
know? I believe behaviorist have researched wagging tails, but I just can’t ‘get my head’ around a tail is
happy if to the right or a tail to the left can mean fear. Who decided to study this? I don’t pay attention
to which direction of the wagging tail. I am just glad to see my companion cause no one else was
happy to see me that day.
5. Dogs sometimes share our emotions – getting stressed or upset when their owners do. Our
companions can feel a range of emotions from jealousy, depression to love and affection from you,
their best friend. I wonder if they can feel my hangover?
6. Dogs see black and white. NO THEY DON”T! They see colors differently: some strains of yellow, blue
but not real good on red-green colors. Well, if no red green colors, there goes Christmas.
7.

Dog’s paws can be smelly, but with good reason – their sweat glands are located on the pads of their
paws. Here is the tip of the day; never have your dogs run, stand or walk on HOT PAVEMENT cause
the heat will burn off the paws protection. This is a simple rule; if you can’t stand on the pavement
with your bare feet neither can your dog. I have seen dogs paws completely burned off because their
owners have their dogs jog with them on pavements. What are you thinking? If you can’t stand the hot
then no other creature can stand it. Here – give me your shoes and run around the block. How does
that feel?

8. Dogs’ closest living relatives are wolves. Humans started training and using dogs 15,000 years ago as
companions and defenders. Cats began to appear in human drawings about 10,000 years ago so cats
are still the ‘rookies.’
9. A dog’s nose print is as unique in identifying them as our fingerprint is to us.
10. And last, studies demonstrate that dogs align themselves with the earth’s magnetic field before
pooping. Dogs prefer to face either north or south before doing their business. The scientist that
researched the tail wagging to the right or left must have researched the science of dog pooping.
REALLY……???

CHIHAUHAU’S EVERYWHERE
“Our Animal Control Officer in Potosí called Karen in May and asked if we could take two Chis’, both pregnant? WOW!!! One
Chi’s is older than the other, (the older Chi may be Mother to the younger). What do you say; “Sure, we will take them.” Late
May, the older Chi had her litter of eight. In early June the younger Chihuahua had her litter of five. O.K, now we have a
‘nation’ of Chihuahua’s with us. The Older Chi couldn’t feed all her eight so we pitched in to help her. Younger one needed
a little help also. The saddest case was the 6 ounce male born to the younger mother. We put him on oxygen at the vet,
brought him back to the rescue, Karen fed the litter
every hour around the clock, but he was lost. His mother
had never received medical care, probably not enough
food, she had mange and Lord knows what other health
problems. After days, he died the same night as one of
his sisters. They both crossed the bridge together. We
always question, could we have done more to save this
small ‘bundle.’ I doubt it. He had all the strikes against him
at birth when he was so tiny and fighting for his life. The
Fourth of July was sad and we all cried together because
he fought, Karen worked to help all the babies and in
the end CARE lost. Out of the 13 puppies born we have
lost all. A mother’s pregnancy is critical to the success of
the births. Good food, medical care and compassion are
critical to any living creature especially if they are carrying
babies. No one cared for these mothers. We dedicated our
focus to save all and we lost the struggle.”
Momma #2

Momma #1

You know, there is a lot of pain in rescuing animals. But when they are born, watching their first steps to explore the world,
opening their eyes, falling down as they secure their footing and then they get adopted into a good home; we rejoice in
the happiness for the baby and the adopter. Every time we save a litter, or a new born homeless puppy or kitty, you as our
supporters are with us. You are with us in spirit as we feed them on their ‘birth day ‘and up to the day they leave our CARE.
Without your support, we could not reach any of our goals, or ‘save the next one for one more day.’ We thank our supporters
and our dedicated volunteers who never give up trying to save the next life. Some days we just can’t save them no
matter how hard we try.

			 My Hero

THE OPOSSUM

The first thought when I see an Opossum is – ‘only a mother
could love.’ But, if you have one on your property, give them
room to find their place in your life. These little guys do work that
benefits you and me. They love to eat ticks. Ticks are populating
faster than we can destroy them. Ticks are dangerous to your pet and
to you. They carry that dread Lyme disease. Opossums are like vacuum
cleaners in your back yard, subdivision, property. They are good for the
environment and for other animals. When a tick catches a ride on an Opossum wonderful - because the Opossum will groom and eat 95% of ticks on their body and on
the ground. They also catch and eat cockroaches, rats and mice – and consume dead animals.
Gardeners appreciate Opossums appetite for snails, slugs, and for cleaning up the mess of over ripe berries and fruit.
WOW!!!! I want them in my house. And I have saved the best for the last; since they are immune to the venom of poisonous
serpents, Opossums can eat rattlesnakes.
So next time you see one slowly crossing a road, they are the janitor/maintenance ‘cleaner’ of the forest floor, your yard
and any environment. I have saved many Opossum babies who had lost their mother. So pass the information. I love the
Opossum menu. It helps me and my dogs stay healthy. Yeahhhhh!!!
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A TYPICAL DAY WITH CARE
A friend of a friend was installing carpet in a house. When he arrived two dogs were in crates. One dog, a mix of lab and
Rhodesia Ridgeback and the little one a long haired triple color dachshund. They were both standing in feces, urine with
no bowls for water or food. This carpet guy went ballistic. He took the two dogs outside with the crates, washed down the
crates and the dog’s legs, feet and fed them both. The two dogs ate like they have never been fed before. The small one
did not even chew.
O.K. – we are moving along. Carpet guy calls a friend who calls another friend who says, “can Carole help with this?” I did
not know my name was being ‘used in vain’ but then I get the call.
A volunteer who has helped CARE calls me and ask if I can take both dogs if she can get them released. I said I would take
them. Well, the volunteer contacted the owner who needs money; is in the process of moving, can’t afford two dogs, and
agrees to let both dogs go to a new home.
I and a volunteer picked them up on the next Monday. I took the large dog (70 lbs) and the small goes with the volunteer.
The big dog is named Mila- house trained, sits, lies down, comes to me and has bonded to me. She eats like a lady, does
her business outside, and moves carefully around my two other dogs. Mila is an excellent model of adopting a BIG rescue.
BIG can be a great addition to the family. Mila as in BIG has all the love you can ‘hold.’ If you want the protection but
unsure of adding a BIG dog to your family think of this story. BIG can be good. Mila has now been adopted by a loving,
caring, best family in the world. Mila has left my home for her new home and she has fit in like the last piece of the puzzle.
She is so thin but now getting ‘fatter’, sleeps with the two new humans at night and sleeps with the other dog during the
day. How lucky can you get? I am thrilled at the outcome and thank all, the compassionate carpet guy, the two adopters
who took Mila and the CARE volunteers who gave up another day to help one more live. You just don’t have days like that
every week. I’m gonna sit down and have a glass of wine in celebration. Bon Appetite.

The Little Black Dog

Remember the little black dog found by a nurse on Hwy B. The
volunteers now call her Lil Bit. This little dog was so overgrown with
hair you knew she had NEVER been trimmed in her life. One eye
shut because the hair had overgrown her eye. She weighed 25% of
what her weight should have been. Lil Bit had been fed but DAMN
little. Well, she is still with us. One of her back legs was injured in her
youth and never healed properly. Lil Bit has trouble walking. CARE
will always give her everything she needs for a good quality of life.
We really can’t adopt her because she is not house trained and her
injured leg will get worse as she gets older. If anyone would attempt
to foster or adopt her, we would give it a try. But Lil Bit always can
return and has a home with us. When I first saw her, all hair, so thin,
I could do nothing but cry. It is a sin to treat any living creature this
way; companion animal, wild, feral, domestic. There is a special
reward for these abusers. I do wish I could watch

You must be
the change
you want to see in
the world. – Gandhi

"Lil Bits "

Chicken Facts
We eat them, some folks raise them for pets, and they produce products
for our table. But chickens are considered ‘dumb’ with a small brain
and not a thinking animal. We have ‘dumb ideas’ about chickens and
never consider they are more intelligent than we give them credit. Some
examples follow:
1.

You don’t need a rooster in order for hens to lay eggs. You only
need a rooster if you want chicks. Give the ‘hens’ time; they may
figure a way to have chicks alone.

2.

One hen generally lays one egg a day, producing up to 300 eggs
a year. No ‘egg day’ is vacation.

3.

The average life span of a hen is 8-10 years; however some hens
live to age 20 years.

4.

Hens start laying eggs at about 6 months old. Hens start paying their way early.

5.

Chickens have a range of personality types, from friendly and curious to aloof and bossy.

6.

Chickens ‘talk’ and have numerous vocalizations that mean different things.

7.

Chickens have good memories and can recognize facial features. They witness who
is taking their eggs, so you won’t get away with it!

8.

Chickens with red earlobes lay brown eggs: chickens with white earlobes lay white eggs.

9.

As hens mature, they lay fewer but larger eggs.

Our new addition, the grey rooster, has
already made friends.

10. Chickens drop their feathers and grow new ones each fall. (Facts provided by Post-Dispatch
May 2017) So if we would consider chickens think we could give them credit for making friends and managing their
production of eggs. We, as the superior animal, should realize other creatures on this earth think. Whether the pets are
chickens, dog, cats, or horses we all share this space and we should give all creatures credit for their value.

PASS IT
FORWARD
After reading our newsletter please
pass it to someone who may want to
help save a homeless animal. The more
supporters we gain the easier it is for us
to save lives.

Thanks!

Fred had tried to be particularly careful about his language as he played
golf with his preacher. But on the 12th hole, when he twice failed to hit
out of the sand trap, he lost his resole and let fly with a sting of expletives.
The preacher felt obliged to respond. “I have observed,” he said in a calm
voice, “that the best golfers do not use foul language.”
“I guess not,” said Fred. “What do they have to cuss about?”

It’s no coincidence that golf is a four-letter word.
“It is amazing how many new people you will
meet when you hit the wrong golf ball.”
					– Jack Lemmon

